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ABSTRACT
The Venezuelan crisis, unfolding over the past decade, has garnered
international attention due to its impact on various sectors of civil
society. While studies have extensively covered the crisis’s effects
on public health, energy, and water management, this paper delves
into a previously unexplored area – the impact on Venezuela’s
Internet infrastructure. Amidst Venezuela’s multifaceted challenges,
understanding the repercussions of this critical aspect of modern
society becomes imperative for the country’s recovery.

Leveraging measurements from various sources, we present a
comprehensive view of the changes undergone by the Venezuelan
network in the past decade. Our study reveals the significant impact
of the crisis captured by different signals, including bandwidth
stagnation, limited growth on network infrastructure growth, and
high latency compared to the Latin American average. Beyond
offering a new perspective on the Venezuelan crisis, our study can
help inform attempts at devising strategies for its recovery.
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• Networks→ Network measurement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the Venezuelan crisis has unfolded as a nar-
rative of escalating challenges affecting every facet of civil soci-
ety [22].

The magnitude of this situation has drawn international atten-
tion, and several studies have explored its impact on public health,
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energy, and water management, among other sectors [63, 74, 80, 81].
The collapse of Venezuela’s public health system has yielded an es-
timated 40% increase in under-five mortality during the past decade.
By 2022, the under-five mortality1 estimates were as high as 29
deaths per 1000 live births with infants accounting for the majority
of these deaths2; this rate is nearly twice that of Latin America as
a whole, reported at 16/1,000 [14]. Other signals of the significant
deterioration in the health conditions of Venezuela’s population
include the surge in vaccine-preventable diseases [80], such as diph-
theria, mumps, and measles, with Venezuela accounting for 68% of
the measles cases in South America by late 2018 [33]. The severe
energy crisis, which began to present a deficit in electric power gen-
eration in 2009, has worsened over the last decade, causing the lack
of electricity supply in large regions of the country for periods of
>100 hours, further aggravating the country’s economic crisis [81].
Today, estimates suggest that more than 7 million people – close to
25% of the country’s population – have fled Venezuela [9, 47]

In this work, we consider a previously unexplored perspective
– the impact of the Venezuelan crisis on the country’s Internet
infrastructure. In the face of multifaceted challenges, understanding
the repercussions of the crisis on such a critical component of
modern society as the Internet becomes imperative for charting a
path to recovery [86].

We study this impact on the network from core infrastructure to
access networks. We leverage a number of complementary datasets
to capture a comprehensive view of the changes undergone by the
Venezuelan network during the past decade, including bandwidth
measurements from Measurement Lab (M-LAB) [70], changes to
the submarine cable network infrastructure from Telegeography’s
Submarine Cable Map [90], and routes to root DNS servers from
the RIPE Atlas built-in measurements, among others. To contextu-
alize our findings, we draw comparisons with the rest of the Latin
American countries.

Our study reveals the significant impact of the crisis onVenezuela’s
Internet, as captured by a range of metrics:
• On network infrastructure.While the region has quadru-
pled the number of submarine cables from 13 to 54 over the
last 20 years, over the same period, Venezuela has added
only one submarine cable connection to Cuba (ALBA). In
addition, while the region experienced a three-fold growth
in peering facilities over the last 6 years (from 180 to 552),
Venezuela continues to host only 4 such facilities.

1The likelihood of a child dying before the age of five
2https://childmortality.org/all-cause-mortality/data?refArea=VEN
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• On interdomain connectivity.While networks in the rest
of the region have increased interdomain connectivity through
several IXPs over the last decade [23], Venezuela has not ex-
panded its presence to Latin American or US IXPs. CANTV,
the country’s state-owned incumbent [24], was left with no
US-based transits while it expanded its footprint over the
domestic transit market.
• On access network performance. Download speed of ac-
cess networks continues to improve around the world, with
a median speed of 83.95 Mbps in 2023, a 19% improvement
over 2022 [54]. Venezuela’s download speed, on the other
hand, has remained below 1 Mbps for over a decade. And,
while most of the region experienced steady declines in RTT
to Google Public DNS, taken as a proxy of Internet perfor-
mance, Venezuela’s RTT to this service has not changed over
that time. In the last 6 months of our analysis, Venezuelan
users experienced a latency 2.06x higher (36.56 ms) com-
pared to the LACNIC average (17.74 ms).

We begin by providing a brief overview of the Venezuelan crisis
(§2). We then describe the various datasets and methodologies we
rely on for our analysis (§3). After introducing CANTV (§4), the
incumbent state-owned ISP, the following sections explore the
impact of the Venezuelan crisis on its network infrastructure (§5),
its interdomain connectivity (§6), and the performance of its access
networks (§7). We discuss the limitations of our study (§8) and put
them in the context of related efforts (§9) before concluding.

We make available all datasets and code used in our analysis3.
This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 THE VENEZUELAN CRISIS
Once among Latin America’s richest nations [46], Venezuela has
taken a drastic turn during the last decade, facing significant chal-
lenges due to political unrest, economic decline, and shortages of
vital resources including food, medicine, and electricity.

Venezuela is considered an example of a petrostate [26]. The
country holds the largest proven conventional oil reserves glob-
ally [84], and the state-owned company, Petroleos de Venezuela S.A.
(PDVSA), has monopolized oil extraction since President Carlos
Andres Perez nationalized this resource in 1976 [83]. The govern-
ment’s income has been deeply reliant on oil and natural gas exports,
financing over 60% of its budget on oil exports [10].

Without delving into the causes, Venezuela’s downfall can be
tied to the collapse of its oil exports, with a cascading domino effect
manifesting across macroeconomic indicators and affecting the
population at large. Utilizing data sourced from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) [40] and the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) [39], Figure 1 shows revealing
key indicators.

The first graph shows the collapsing oil production (Fig. 1a).
While not achieving the production peaks of the 1970s, Venezuela’s
production approached its maximum historical levels in the early
2000s. Starting around 2013, however, production plummeted by
77%! The consequences of this collapse in a petrostate are stark – a
staggering ≈70% drop in GDP per capita in only 7 years (Fig. 1b),

3https://github.com/NU-AquaLab/2024-SIGCOMM-VE

which is followed by a surge in inflation that peaked at 32,000%
(Fig. 1c). The crisis has caused a mass exodus of ≈ 4.25 million
people, about 15% of the population, since 2013, one of the largest
displacements in a non-war zone context [6].4

3 DATASET
For our study, we leverage a number of complementary datasets
related to network infrastructure (including peering facilities, sub-
marine cables, and DNS servers), interdomain connectivity, and the
performance of access networks. We rely on longitudinal data for
Venezuela and the remaining countries in LACNIC, the Internet
registry for the Latin American and Caribbean [62], to understand
the evolving landscape and the long-term consequences of the crisis
in context.

3.1 Network Infrastructure
We compile multiple datasets covering network measurements and
infrastructure data that could reveal the deterioration of Venezuela’s
infrastructure over time compared to its Latin American peers. In
the following paragraph, we describe each dataset, outlining its
purpose, data source, and the timeframe it covers.

Peering facilities. We retrieve CAIDA’s PeeringDB archive, which
provides daily snapshots, to evaluate the growth of peering facil-
ities in Venezuela and Latin America starting from April 20185.
PeeringDB offers public information about peering facilities, their
locations, and network presence, the latter of which depends on
reports from network operators. We download snapshots from the
first day of eachmonth to track the development of peering facilities
in Venezuela and across the region.

Submarine connectivity. Utilizing the Telegeography’s Subma-
rine Cable Map [90], we review the expansion of submarine connec-
tivity in Venezuela and other Latin American countries using the
cables’ ready-for-service (RFS) dates. Telegeography’s map offers a
detailed list of the cables composing the submarine cable network
along with their names, locations of landing points and their RFS
dates.

IPv6 rollout. It has been argued that for network operators that
need to grow, IPv6 adoption makes economic sense as it mitigates
major constraints [55]. We study the adoption rate of IPv6 as an
indicator of the impact of Venezuela’s crisis on network growth.
We use Meta’s public dataset on IPv6 adoption [37] to examine
Venezuela’s IPv6 rollout in the context of the broader regional
landscape.

Root DNS server coverage. Our analysis also aims to reveal the
footprint of root DNS instances within the country. However, de-
termining the location of these servers is a known challenge since
root DNS are reachable through anycast. To address this challenge,
we use RIPE Atlas’ built-in measurements to retrieve CHAOS TXT
records collected from Venezuela and the LACNIC region probes,
targeting all root DNS servers since 2016. CHAOS TXT records
enable network operators to identify specific anycast servers be-
ing accessed, typically codified with strings containing embedded
4Other sources have put the estimate at 7 million [9, 47].
5This is the starting date of version 2 of PeeringDB’s data schema.

https://github.com/NU-AquaLab/2024-SIGCOMM-VE
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Figure 1: The domino effect of Venezuela’s economic catastrophe: Oil production collapsed (-81%), GDP per capita steep decline
(-70%), Skyrocketing Inflation (peaking at 32,000%) and millions displaced (4.25M).

airport codes, as otherwise, each instance responds with the same
address. Utilizing RIPE Atlas’ built-in measurements, conducted
every 30 minutes targeting all root DNS servers, our dataset in-
cludes measurements only from the first five days of each month.
We develop regular expressions to extract these codes from each of
the 13 different types of responses, and we then map these codes
to their corresponding countries and cities.

Presence of off-nets. The evolution of deployments of Hyper-
giant (HG) replicas within local networks (i.e., off-nets) reflects
Venezuela’s lag in network infrastructure development.We leverage
the artifacts published by Gigis et al. [41] to identify these off-net
deployments between 2013 and 2021 in Venezuela and across the
continent. This method utilizes subject names and domain names
(dnsNames) in TLS certificates to reveal off-net replicas within ex-
ternal networks.

3.2 Interdomain Connectivity
To explore the impact of the crisis on interdomain connectivity, we
include different datasets that can capture changes in the connec-
tivity of networks operating in Venezuela.

We retrieved CAIDA’s AS relationship files [2] starting in 1998
to investigate changes in the AS-level connectivity of CANTV-
AS8048 due to its predominant position in the Venezuelan market.
Our dataset also includes PeeringDB snapshots [3] to assess the
presence of Venezuelan networks at major IXPs within the region
and in the United States.

3.3 Performance of Access Networks
To capture potential changes in network performance, we rely on
bandwidth (or throughput) collected from speed test measurement,
and latency to public DNS infrastructure, in our case, to Google
Public DNS.

Bandwidth. We leverage the measurement archive offered by
the Measurement Lab (M-LAB) [70] to obtain a longitudinal under-
standing of the bandwidth evolution in Venezuela and the LACNIC
region. M-Lab runs a globally distributed measurement platform
comprising over 100 locations across various regions and offering
a range of network performance tests, including the Network Di-
agnostic Test (NDT) [71] and WeHe [64, 73], among others. This
platform uses a crowdsourced model, where users interact with it
through high-level web interfaces, and the results of these tests

later become publicly available. In our study, we focus specifically
on downstream throughput values derived from NDT tests; despite
these tests offering other throughput metrics, including upstream
throughput, latency, and packet loss.We aggregate amonth-country
granularity from ≈447M speed tests from 28 countries in the LAC-
NIC region, of which 3.9M are from Venezuela, that have been
collected since July 2007.

Google Public DNS infrastructure. We use the latency measure-
ment of Google Public DNS to proxy end-user performance. For this
we leverage the extensive, longitudinal dataset collected by a RIPE
Atlas platform-wide traceroute campaign (MSM_ID = 1591146).
The campaign has been running since March 20, 2014, launching
traceroutes every 30 minutes and amassing approximately 600,000
daily traceroutes by 2023. Our analysis focuses on the monthly
changes within a 5-day window at the beginning of each month in
the dataset.

4 THE ROLE OF THE INCUMBENT ISP
In the following paragraphs, we briefly discuss CANTV, the coun-
try’s incumbent ISP [24].

The history of CANTV provides a valuable perspective for under-
standing the role of the Venezuelan state in the country’s telecom-
munications market. The company known as Compañía Anónima
Nacional Teléfonos de Venezuela, commonly referred to as CANTV,
has changed ownership multiple times throughout its history. Ini-
tially established as a private company in 1930, it underwent its
first nationalization in 1953 [85]. Subsequently, it was privatized
once more in 1991 [35] and then re-nationalized during the admin-
istration of President Hugo Chávez in 2007 [87].

Over the past two decades, CANTV has continuously announced
the largest portion of Venezuela’s address space. To illustrate its
dominance,6 we conduct an analysis of the allocated address space
in Venezuela and the visibility of these prefixes on BGP collectors.
To that end, we download snapshots of CAIDA’s AS prefix-to-AS
files [4] and LACNIC delegation files [59] collected on the first of
each month since 2008 to examine the structure of Venezuela’s
allocated and announced address space over time. We compare
the footprint of CANTV with that of its closest peer, Telefonica de

6As of May 2024, CANTV’s prominence in Venezuela’s domestic market also extends
to serving 21.50% of the country’s Internet population, according to APNIC estima-
tions [52]. See Appendix A for additional details on the leading eyeball networks in
Venezuela.
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Venezuela (also known as Movistar, AS6303), the local subsidiary
of the homonymous Spanish conglomerate.

Figure 2 shows the fraction and the total address space held
by both companies. CANTV has historically dominated most of
Venezuela’s address space, averaging around 43% and peaking at
69%. Telefonica de Venezuela, which began operations in 2005 [76],
gradually narrowed the gap with CANTV, reducing it to only 11%
before the company experienced a growth stall, coinciding with
the beginning of Venezuela’s economic collapse. Between 2014
and 2017, both companies maintained stability in the size of their
address space. While their lack of growth may be partially the
result of Venezuela’s economic downturn, the period also aligns
temporally with the implementation of phases 1 and 2 of LACNIC
IPv4 exhaustion policies [60]. Themost notable change in these time
series is the contraction of Telefonica de Venezuela’s address space
between 2017 and 2023, which reinstated a clear lead to CANTV.
We are unaware of the reasons behind it. Appendix C includes an
analysis of the prefixes allocated to Telefonica but not announced
for almost a decade.
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Figure 2: Evolution of allocated and announced address
space in Venezuela originated with CANTV-AS8048 and
Telefonica de Venezuela-AS6306. Telefonica was narrowing
the gap with CANTV before Venezuela’s economic collapse
in 2013.

Although the overall importance of address space has been di-
minishing in the context of address pools’ exhaustion, the analysis
of Venezuela’s address space clearly reveals the state’s influence,
particularly through CANTV, in shaping the domestic market struc-
ture.

5 ON NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
We begin our analysis focusing on Venezuela’s network infras-
tructure. As networks constantly evolve to support increasing traf-
fic and the demand for a better quality of experience [28, 38, 57],
Venezuela’s crisis likely impedes capital investments to match the
pace of growth seen in its Latin American peers. In the following
paragraphs, we explore a decade-long impact of the crisis on the
countries’ network infrastructure, focusing on key elements such
as peering facilities (§5.1), submarine cable deployments (§5.2), IPv6
adoption (§5.3), the availability of Root DNS infrastructure (§5.4),

and the deployment and adoption of Content Delivery Networks
(§5.5). Throughout our analysis we place the observed trends in the
context of other countries in the LACNIC region and, in particu-
lar, of five specific countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and
Uruguay. Appendix B presents a detailed explanation of similarities
between Venezuela and this set of countries in terms of historical
economic performances.

5.1 Proliferation of Peering Facilities
Peering facilities are physical infrastructures that enable direct inter-
network connections, optimize traffic flow and reduce costs. The
country-level availability of these facilities is a function of the size
and diversity of its peering ecosystems, and partially determinant
of the country’s network resilience (e.g., against natural disasters).

We examine the development of peering facilities within the
country and compare it to that of other countries in the region
through an analysis of monthly snapshots from PeeringDB, starting
in April 2018.
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Figure 3: Evolution in the number of peering facilities in the
LACNIC region since 2018. While the region experienced a
three-fold growth from 180 to 552, Venezuela hosts only 4
peering facilities.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of peering facilities in the LACNIC
region through four panels. The top two panels compare peering
facility growth in Venezuela with other countries in the LACNIC
region, with a separate panel for Brazil. We highlighted comparable
peers in colors, with the remaining countries displayed in grey.
The lower-left panel exclusively focuses on Venezuela, providing
an in-depth view of its peering facilities, while the lower-right
panel presents the aggregated number of facilities across the entire
region.

The analysis reveals a notable lag in Venezuela in this regard
– only 4 out of 600 facilities in the region are located within the
country; two of them registered in 2021 and the rest in 2023. The
difference is particularly stark when considering the corresponding
growth in Brazil. The region’s largest (8.5 million km2) and most
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populated (214 million) country, Brazil shows unique growth from
102 to 311 facilities between 2018 and 2024. Other countries also ex-
perienced substantial growth during that period, including Mexico
(from 11 to 45), and Chile (from 18 to 45).

Beyond the limited number of peering facilities in Venezuela,
only Cirion’s facility in La Uriba has attracted some networks, with
11 reported in the latest snapshot of our analysis. For a detailed anal-
ysis, Appendix D examines the evolution and presence of networks
at these facilities in Venezuela.

While the limited growth of peering facilities in Venezuela may
be due to the dominant market control of CANTV, Costa Rica,
another country in Central America with a dominant state-owned
provider ICE-AS11830 (24.1%), managed to expand its number of
facilities from 3 to 8 during the same period.

5.2 Submarine Connectivity
Submarine cables enable international connectivity, critical from
financial transactions to global communications and international
scientific cooperation [15, 65, 93]. Given its importance, we now
analyze Venezuela’s efforts to expand its submarine infrastructure.
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Figure 4: Expansion of Submarine Cable Networks (SCNs) in
the LACNIC Region: From 2000 to 2024, the total number of
SCNs increased from 13 to 54, while Venezuela only received
the ALBA cable, which connects the country with Cuba.

We use Telegeography’s dataset to explore the expansion of sub-
marine connectivity in Venezuela and the region. Figure 4 presents
three panels with the growth of the number of cables connecting
countries in the region. The top panel provides a country-level com-
parison across countries in the LACNIC region, including Venezuela.
The lower-left panel focuses specifically on Venezuela, zooming
into the evolution of cable deployments within the country, while
the lower-right panel shows the total number of cables reaching
the shores of any country within the region.

The deployment of submarine cables in Latin America is charac-
terized by two phases: pre and post the dot-com bubble [15]. While
the region witnessed considerable growth before 2000, there has

been an even more pronounced expansion of cables over the last 15
years. Over these period, Latin America experienced a significant
economic bonanza due to the surge in commodity prices, which are
the primary exports for all Latin American countries [45]. However,
Venezuela did not participate in this second wave of expansion and
ranked at the bottom of submarine cable deployment during this
timeframe.

Between 2000 and 2024, the number of cables in the region
underwent a substantial expansion, growing from 13 to 54. Notable
examples include Brazil, growing from 5 to 17 cables, Colombia
from 5 to 13, and the southernmost countries, with Chile expanding
from 2 to 9 cables and Argentina from 3 to 9.

In contrast, during this period, only Nicaragua and Haiti did
not expand their cable infrastructure, while Venezuela, along with
Honduras, Aruba, and Belize, only added one cable. Venezuela, the
wealthiest country in the region in 2001 [21, 46], stands out in the
set. The only cable that landed in Venezuela in the past decade
is the ALBA cable, connecting Cuba and Venezuela, specifically
designed during Hugo Chavez’s presidency to grant Cuba access
to the Internet [18, 92].

5.3 IPv6 Rollout
For network operators that need to grow, IPv6 adoption makes
economic sense as it mitigates major constraints, including the
purchase of increasingly expensive IPv4 addresses allocations in
the market and ever more intensive sharing of globally routed IPv4
address space [55]. On the other hand, one would expect a network
experiencing limited growth to correspondingly have low adoption
of IPv6.

To examine IPv6 adoption in Venezuela and the LACNIC region,
we leverage Facebook’s public dataset that reports the percentage of
requests over IPv6 registered by Facebook (Meta) on a per-country
basis.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of this percentage of requests over
IPv6 received by Facebook. The top panel compares IPv6 adoption
in Venezuela with other countries in the region, with highlighted
comparable peers in vivid colors and the rest of the countries in
the region in grey. The lower-left panel zooms in on Venezuela,
providing a detailed examination of its IPv6 rollout, while the lower-
right panel presents the mean value for the aggregated numbers of
each country across the entire region.

The region shows a rapid uptake of IPv6, in an initial phase
growing from under 5% in 2018 to ≈ 11% in early 2021, and with a
second, more accelerated phase to 22% by 2023. Across countries,
the analysis shows varying levels of IPv6 adoption, with most ex-
periencing sustained growth and significant advancements in the
group of large Latin American countries. Mexico and Brazil have
had sustained IPv6 growth, surpassing approximately 40% in the
latest snapshots, while Argentina, Chile, and Colombia are around
the 20% mark. Chile and Colombia, in particular, stand out for their
steeper growth trajectories, with Chile experiencing a notable surge
in 2022. In contrast, Venezuela has not been part of this IPv6 surge
within the region – the country recorded near-zero levels until 2021,
only reaching 1.5% by mid-2023.
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Figure 5: Percentage of requests over IPv6 registered by Face-
book (Meta) from countries in LACNIC. While the region
has rapidly grown to a level of adoption of 20%, Venezuela
(VE) is significantly lagging at only 1.5%.

5.4 Availability of DNS Infrastructure
To analyze the country’s availability of infrastructure running criti-
cal Internet services, we use DNS as a representative example.

The proximity to root DNS servers is key in enhancing user
experience by minimizing DNS resolution times [31]. Given the
importance of DNS in Internet communications, various stake-
holders have advocated for the expansion of the root DNS net-
work [8, 29, 75].

As an example of this in Latin America, LACNIC leads this effort
through the +Raices (+Roots) program [61], in which LACNIC in-
termediates between hosting sites and root DNS servers to deploy
root servers in the region.

We analyze the country pace of deployment of local root DNS
servers, in the context of other countries in the region.

We utilize RIPE Atlas’ CHAOS TXT measurements to all root
DNS servers to detect those deployed in the region. Figure 6 displays
three sections showing the evolution of unique CHAOS TXT strings
containing geolocation tags for countries in the region.

The top graph shows a country-level comparison, including
Venezuela and the same subset of similar countries in colors and the
remaining countries in the region in grey. The bottom left section
focuses on Venezuela and the evolution of CHAOS TXT strings
mapped to the country, while the bottom right section aggregates
CHAOS TXT strings associated with the entire region.

Our analysis shows a notable increase in the hosting of domestic
root DNS servers within the LACNIC region since the beginning of
these measurements in 2016. Overall, during this period the region
has seen a 2.34-fold rise in replicas, from 59 to 138. Individual
countries, such as Mexico and Chile showed significant growth,
with the number of replicas increasing from 4 to 16 and from 5 to
20, respectively. Brazil experienced a remarkable surge from 18 to
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Figure 6: Growth in the number of root DNS servers hosted
by each country in the LACNIC region. While hosting do-
mestic replicas has proliferated throughout the region, RIPE
CHAOS TXT measurements show that Venezuela has gone
in the opposite direction.

41 replicas, while Argentina only added one server to the count,
starting from a relatively strong position of 14 servers.

In contrast, our latest data shows the absence of any root DNS
servers in Venezuela. In fact, the country has seen a regression on
this front. Our analysis found that initially, two root DNS servers,
one L (ccs01.l.root-servers.org) and one F (ccs1a.f.root-servers.org),
were geolocated in Caracas. These servers later disappeared from
the measurements and were replaced by another L DNS server
in Maracaibo (aa.ve-mai.l.root). While the LACNIC’s +Raices
report [58, 61] states that Venezuela hosts two L-root and one F-
root servers, the current availability of these services in Venezuela
remains uncertain.

Our recent measurements showed that Venezuela predominantly
relies on overseas resources for DNS services. Most of these servers
are located in the United States, followed by Great Britain, Germany,
France, and the Netherlands. In Latin America, Brazil, Colombia,
and Mexico are the primary alternatives for DNS services, with
Panama, Chile, and Argentina serving as secondary options. In-
terestingly, Colombia emerged as a prevalent alternative when
Venezuela’s local DNS resources disappeared 7.

While our analysis is based on data collected by RIPE Atlas, the
results cannot be attributed to a lack of coverage in Venezuela.
Throughout this period, Venezuela consistently maintained be-
tween 10 to 20 probes, experiencing an increase from 10 to 30
in the last two years. In our latest assessments, Venezuela is ranked
as the 6th highest country in the LACNIC region in terms of the
number of RIPE Atlas probes. The platform’s footprint in the coun-
try also spans other local networks beyond CANTV, which only

7A comprehensive analysis of these trends, including the specific locations and roles
of these international root DNS servers serving Venezuela, is detailed in § E.
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hosts 8 probes. We refer to Appendix F for a more in-depth analysis
of RIPE Atlas’ presence across the LACNIC region.

5.5 The role Content Delivery Networks
We conclude our analysis of Venezuelan network infrastructure by
focusing on Content Delivery Networks (CDNs).

The rise of CDNs has reshaped the Internet landscape, with a few
providers now generating the majority of Internet traffic [89]. To
efficiently deliver content on a large scale, many of these networks
have established replica servers within customer networks, or off-
nets. These off-net deployments aim to reduce interdomain traffic
and improve users’ download times [41].

We leverage the artifacts of Gigis et al. [41] to assess the scale of
off-net deployments by Venezuelan networks and compare it with
those of other countries in the region.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the countries’ Internet populations
in providers hosting off-nets. Venezuela shows a dual trend
where Google and Akamai established their presence prior
to the country’s downturn, whereas Facebook and Netflix,
creating their infrastructures later, have had more modest
deployments.

We use these artifacts to identify the presence of off-net deploy-
ments from major content providers within networks registered
across Latin America. We consider these eyeball populations at the
organizational level, using as2org+ [12], to eliminate fluctuations
in deployments across networks belonging to the same organiza-
tion. We then combine these results with APNIC’s estimates of
Autonomous System (AS) populations [52] to calculate the percent-
age of a country’s user base connected to networks with off-net
hosts.

Figure 7 presents four time series for Google, Akamai, Facebook
(Meta), and Netflix, which shows the percentage of the population
in each country connected to networks hosting off-net servers over
the period from 2013 to 2021.

Our analysis reveals a contrasting narrative for Venezuela com-
pared to other countries in the region. Early in the observation
period (2013), before Venezuela’s crisis unfolded, Google and Aka-
mai had established their presence in the country. Content providers
that rolled out their networks later, such as Facebook and Netflix,
have had more modest and delayed deployments in Venezuela.

When averaging the percentage of users in networks hosting off-
net servers across each country during this 8-year period, Venezuela’s
ranking across providers varies but it is largely in the bottom set
for the region: 19/27 (56.88%) for Google, 18/22 (35.74%) for Akamai,
21/25 (28.33%) for Facebook (Meta), and 23/25 (5.87%) for Netflix.

This pattern holds for other hypergiants, including Cloudflare,
Microsoft, Limelight (now Edg.io), CDN Networks, Alibaba, and
Amazon, which have minimal off-net presence in Latin America
and no presence in Venezuela. For a complete examination of these
content providers, refer to Appendix G.

We focus on the state-controlled network CANTV-AS8048 to
examine if it has received off-net deployments during this period.
Notably, Google and Akamai had already established a presence
in the country, including CANTV, prior to Venezuela’s decline. In
contrast, networks with later deployments, such as Netflix and
Facebook, took a different approach. Facebook, for instance, did not
deploy servers within CANTV, and Netflix only began doing so in
2021, nearly a decade after its rapid expansion across the LACNIC
region had started.

We also examine Venezuela’s adoption of third-party providers
for DNS, Certificate Authorities (CAs), and CDNs. Based on a snap-
shot collected in January 2024, the country’s adoption rates for all
these services fall below the regional average: 0.29 for DNS (re-
gional average 0.32), 0.22 for CAs (0.26), and 0.37 for CDNs (0.46).
The full analysis of Venezuela’s adoption of these services can be
found in Appendix H.

6 ON INTERDOMAIN CONNECTIVITY
The experience of Internet users is partially dependent on the qual-
ity of the path to the content they access. In this section, we look
at Venezuela’s interdomain Internet connectivity, focusing in par-
ticular on the connectivity of the state-owned provider, CANTV-
AS8048, and the country’s engagement in Internet Exchange Points
(IXPs) within the country and across the region. Given its geograph-
ical proximity, we extend this analysis to include IXPs located in
the United States.

6.1 CANTV’s connectivity
Given CANTV’s prominent position, we examine the network’s
upstream and downstream connectivity over time, shown in Fig. 8.
Focusing on CANTV’s upstream connectivity, we observe a steady
increase until 2013, when there are 11 upstream providers. Subse-
quently, there was a decline to 3 providers in 2020, followed by
a recent rebound. The sustained decline between 2013 and 2020
temporally correlates with Venezuela’s economic implosion and
numerous sanctions on the country [88].

During this period, CANTV significantly expanded its presence
in the domestic transit market. Since its nationalization in 2007, the
company has consistently grown its customer base, mostly with
academic institutions and local banks.
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Figure 8: Variation in the upstream and downstream con-
nectivity of CANTV-AS8048. The number of upstream
providers significantly contracted since the beginning of the
economic downturn in 2013.
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Figure 9: Changes over time in CANTV’s upstream connec-
tivity. Since 2013, excluding Columbus Networks (AS23520),
all US-registered providers have ceased their services to
CANTV, including Verizon (AS701), Sprint (AS1239), and
AT&T (AS7018), GTT (AS3257 and 4436) in 2017, and Level3
(AS3356 and AS3459).

The ongoing crisis triggered tensions between the country and
the United States, leading to economic sanctions that have reshaped
Venezuela’s connectivity landscape. Figure 9 extends the analysis of
CANTV’s upstream connectivity with a heatmap of the providers
serving transit to CANTV for > 12 months since January 1998.
This analysis reveals that Columbus Networks-AS23520 is the sole
remaining US-based provider that continues to offer transit services
to CANTV, following the departure of other US-based providers
that started in 2013. Departures included Verizon-AS701, Sprint-
AS1239, and AT&T-AS7018 in 2013, GTT (AS3257 and 4436) in 2017,
and Level3 (briefly known as LUMEN and now as Cirion, AS3356,
and AS3459) in 2018. During this period, Telefonica’s backbone
unit Telxius-AS12959 and the Swedish-based Arelion-AS1299 also
stopped serving CANTV.

Despite the departures mentioned, CANTV’s connectivity has
been sustained in recent years by providers that existing submarine
infrastructure reaching the shores of Venezuela. Notable among
them is Telecom Italia-67672, a longstanding partner of CANTV,
connecting through the SouthAmerican Crossing (SAC) andAmericas-
II. Additionally, V.tal-AS52320 (formerly Brasil Telecom) utilizes
the GlobeNet, while Orange-AS5511 (after a period of inactivity)
and Columbus Networks-AS23520 leverage the Americas-II. A re-
cent addition to this group of providers is Gold Data (AS28007
and AS394684), enhancing the diversity and stability of CANTV’s
connectivity landscape.

6.2 Venezuela at IXPs
We now turn focus on IXPs, which have reshaped local network
domains over the past two decades. IXPs offer interconnection hubs,
enabling direct network traffic exchange, reducing dependence on
upstream providers, and lowering transit costs [5]. These direct
network interconnections shorten path lengths and improve la-
tency, thus enhancing users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). While
IXPs have flourished globally and in Latin America, remarkably in
enabling local traffic exchanges between CDNs and networks [25],
Venezuela remains one of the few countries without any deployed
IXP up to 2024 [23]. This reflects the concentrated nature of its
Internet ecosystem, which is dominated by CANTV and probably
unattractive for new participants since the crises unfolded.

Next, we investigate the role of Latin American IXP connectivity
in Latin America, considering both domestic and international
connections.

We examine the impact of Latin American IXPs on domestic
network structures and explore the prevalence of networks from
one country traveling to another Latin American country to peer
with networks not present domestically. Figure 10 shows a heatmap
of the largest IXP in each country based on the domestic Internet
population and the Internet population in Latin American countries
served by the networks peering at these points.

The region has a wide variety of IXPs in terms of origin (e.g.,
state-sponsored in Bolivia), nature (e.g., federal networks of IXPs
in Brazil and Argentina), and size (ranging from very few networks
in Trinidad and Tobago to up to 2,000 in Sao Paulo) [23]. Several
countries present success stories in keeping local traffic local, ex-
emplified by Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. Notably, AR-IX (formerly
known as CABASE) in Buenos Aires, IX.br (formerly known as
Punto do Troca do Trafego, PTT) in Sao Paulo, and PIT Chile in
Santiago connect networks with 62.4%, 45.53%, and 49.57% of the
countries’ Internet populations, respectively.

However, some countries, such as Uruguay and Venezuela, where
state-owned Internet providers hold a significant footprint, have
not seen the establishment of any IXPs. This might be attributed
to the dominant size of the incumbent, leaving little room for the
peering needs of the rest of the market or a neutral peering space
to peer with CDNs. However, the figure reveals that Uruguay has a
notable international presence in Argentina (AR-IX), Brazil (IX.br),
Paraguay (IX.py), and Chile (PIT Chile).

Similarly, despite the absence of local IXPs, Venezuela’s network
could be at other prominent Latin American IXPs, such as IX.br Sao
Paulo or the nearby AMS-IX exchange in Curacao, located only 295
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Figure 10: Percentage of countries’ Internet population in
networks peering at the largest IXP in each Latin American
country. Venezuela (VE) is absent in this figure since no net-
work with a presence in the country peers at any of these
IXPs.

km from Caracas. However, our analysis reveals that Venezuela is
notably absent from our heatmap, with a single network peering at
Equinix Bogota in Colombia, which holds only 4% of Venezuela’s
Internet population.

Alternatively, geographic proximity might have encouraged net-
works serving Venezuelan Internet populations, such as their Mex-
ican counterparts, to join IXPs in the United States. While some
networks with a presence in Venezuela peer in the US, the pres-
ence is minimal, with only seven networks contributing to a mere
7% of Venezuela’s Internet population. Appendix I provides a de-
tailed analysis of the number of networks and their corresponding
Internet populations present at IXPs in the US.

7 ON ACCESS NETWORKS PERFORMANCE
We close our analysis by assessing the impact of the observed
deterioration and lag in Venezuela’s network infrastructure on
network performance. We evaluate how the crisis has affected the
bandwidth growth in Venezuela compared to other countries in
the region (§7.1). We also explore the consequences of the crisis on
access networks relying on Google Public DNS (§7.2), offering a
proxy of network performance.

7.1 Bandwidth
We examine the evolution of bandwidth in Venezuela and the rest
of Latin America. Lagging behind other peer nations in these key as-
pects can indicate Venezuelans’ impediment to properly interacting
with the always-evolving bandwidth-intensive online services.
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Figure 11: Evolution of the median download speeds in
the LACNIC region. Venezuela (VE) stagnated most of the
decade at below 1Mbps! and the current speed is 16% of the
median regional speed.

We use throughput measurements collected by M-LAB to study
the bandwidth evolution in Venezuela compared to the rest of the re-
gion. In Figure 11, three panels present the evolution of Venezuela’s
median download speeds. The top panel offers a country-level com-
parison of Venezuela with other countries in the LACNIC region
(comparable peers highlighted in vivid colors) along with the mean
value of the aggregated region. The lower-left panel zooms in on
Venezuela, exclusively displaying the download speed for this coun-
try, while the lower-right panel presents Venezuela’s download
speed normalized by the mean value of the aggregated region.

The trends depicted in the three panels are clear:While download
speeds have been steadily growing throughout the entire region,
Venezuela’s download speeds have experienced stagnation at levels
of below 1Mbps over the past decade, with a slight recovery noted
since 2022. The disparity is noteworthy, with countries such as
Uruguay, Brazil, Chile, Argentina, and Mexico achieving download
speeds (Mpbs) of 47.33, 32.44, 25.25, 15.48 and 18.66 in July 2023,
In contrast, Venezuela’s median speed lags significantly behind at
2.93 Mbps. To provide historical context, these download speeds
are equivalent to the values achieved in Uruguay and Mexico in
November 2013, Chile in June 2017, Argentina in April 2018, and
Brazil in September 2019.

The normalized curve (lower-right) shows a glimpse of the im-
pact of Venezuela’s economic collapse on a relative decline in band-
width over the past decade. Before entering the 2010s, Venezuela
had near-average download speeds (89%). A decade later, the me-
dian download speed in the country dropped to 17% compared to
the regional average.

Interestingly, Venezuela’s median download speeds have signifi-
cantly increased from 1Mbps to nearly 3 Mbps since the end of 2021.
This growth correlates with the introduction of new CANTV high-
speed fiber optic plans of up to 300 Mbps [32] and the entry of new
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companies offering speeds of up to 50 Mbps [49]. However, these
high-speed services remain unaffordable for most Venezuelans.
CANTV’s high-speed services are available only in East Caracas,
the region historically with the highest income, and in 2022, they
cost 100 VEB (bolívares), ten times the minimum wage [49]. Even
CANTV’s lower-capacity services (ranging from 4 to 22 Mbps) were
beyond the reach of a minimum-wage worker, with costs ranging
from 3 to 15 VEB per month, and they are typically unavailable for
new subscribers [49].

7.2 Access to Google’s Public DNS
Launched as an experimental component of Google’s “Make The
Web Faster” project [48], Google Public DNS (GPDNS) [42], the first
public DNS service, debuted on December 3, 2009 [82]. Utilizing
global anycast addresses 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4, it processes DNS queries
from clients, with requests routed through Google’s autonomous
system along the shortest announced path. The expansion and near
pervasiveness of the GPDNS platform suggest that the quality of
paths to this infrastructure can serve as proxy for Internet users’
overall Quality of Experience (QoE).
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Figure 12: Median RTT for countries in the LACNIC region
to Google Public DNS. In the last 6 months of our analysis,
Venezuelan users experienced a latency 2.06 times higher
(36.56 ms) compared to the LACNIC average (17.74 ms) .

We use RIPE Atlas’ platform-wide traceroute campaign to exam-
ine the evolution of RTT latency values in Venezuela and the rest
of the LACNIC region to GPDNS. We compute the minimum RTT
from each probe in each monthly snapshot to remove any transient
sources of noise (e.g., diurnal congestion). Figure 12 presents three
panels with the evolution of median RTT in each country of the
region. The top panel provides a country-level comparison, com-
paring Venezuela with other countries in the LACNIC region (with
some comparable peers highlighted in vivid colors). The lower-left
panel focuses specifically on Venezuela, zooming into the evolution
of the RTT latency within the country, while the lower-right panel
shows the aggregated RTT latency throughout the region.

We use RIPE Atlas’ platform-wide traceroute campaign to ex-
amine the evolution of RTT latency values in Venezuela and the
rest of the LACNIC region to Google’s Public DNS. Figure 12 is di-
vided into three segments, each showing the median RTT evolution.
The top segment offers a comparative analysis at the country level,
emphasizing Venezuela’s latency to its LACNIC peers, with key
comparable countries highlighted in bright colors. The bottom left
segment focuses on Venezuela, providing a detailed view of its RTT
latency trends. In contrast, the bottom right segment aggregates
and displays the overall RTT latency trends across the LACNIC
region.

Our analysis indicates a consistent reduction in RTT latency
across most LACNIC region countries, which aligns with the on-
going expansion of GPDNS infrastructure. Since 2016, when the
time series seemed to stabilize, latency values have been remark-
ably declining. Comparing the first half of 2016 with the latter
half of 2023, minor fluctuations are observed in Argentina (from
12.27 ms to 11.36 ms) and Chile (from 11.25 ms to 11.87 ms), along-
side notable declines in Colombia (from 48.48 ms to 16.10 ms),
Brazil (from 18.12 ms to 7.52 ms), and Mexico (from 30.21 ms to
21.28 ms). While Venezuela also experienced a reduction in RTT
latency to GPDNS during this period (from 45.71 ms to 36.56 ms),
its progress lags behind those of these countries. In the latest mea-
surements, Venezuela’s latency values are still considerably higher,
being 3.22 times that of Argentina, 4.86 times Brazil’s, 3.08 times
Chile’s, 2.27 times Colombia’s, and 1.72 times Mexico’s. When we
compare Venezuela with the region as a whole, Venezuelan users
experienced a latency 2.06 times higher (36.56 ms) compared to the
LACNIC average (17.74 ms).

We also analyze network-specific variations in RTT latency to
client-facing GPDNS servers. Over the past two years, several net-
works have achieved RTT latencies between 10 and 20ms. No-
tably, these vantage points are predominantly located in Western
Venezuela, near the Colombian border, including some around the
Maracaibo region. The probes recording the lowest latencies, just
under 10ms, are located right on the Colombian border, confirming
that no GPDNS server is currently deployed within Venezuelan ter-
ritory. Interestingly, these networks are primarily small access net-
works, none of which use CANTV-8048 (Venezuela’s state-owned
Internet provider) as their upstream provider. For a more detailed
examination of how probe location affects RTT latency variations
to GPDNS, refer to Appendix J.

8 LIMITATIONS
Our analysis has several limitations. A key set of limitations follows
from the restricted coverage of some platforms we rely on, such
as SpeedTest, RIPE Atlas, and PeeringDB. Although the platforms
may introduce bias into these measurements, countries within the
region will have comparable opportunities to host servers. For
countries without local servers, the region’s geographical proxim-
ity enables testing against servers in neighboring countries and
may reduce testing disparities. The crowdsourced nature of the
speed test data in this study may introduce another source of po-
tential bias, as the number of tests per country, per day, and across
networks may vary. While PeeringDB coverage has had a steadily
growing adoption [12, 19, 66], it still draws a partial view of the
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network. This limited visibility could affect the completeness of
our analysis regarding networks’ presence at IXPs and the growth
of peering facilities. However, while some networks might lack
strong incentives to register or fully detail their profiles on Peer-
ingDB, peering facilities are less likely to do so, given their role
in the network ecosystem. Although RIPE Atlas coverage in Latin
America may not be comparable with the US and Western Euro-
pean countries, Venezuela ranks among the best-covered countries
in the region (refer to Appendix F for details). Beyond the cover-
age of platforms, drawing a conclusion about the footprint of root
DNS servers through distributed CHAOS TXT queries may also
introduce artifacts. To begin with, we are unaware of whether all
roots use different strings to identify different client-facing servers.
Moreover, we are unable to determine the entire coverage of roots
in each country since our visibility is restricted to instances reached
through anycast routes from probes in a fraction of all networks in
each country.

9 RELATEDWORK
The scale of the Venezuelan crisis has gained the attention of various
research communities exploring its impact on different fronts, from
health to energy. Several studies, for instance, have reported the con-
sequences of the severely deteriorated health system, leading to in-
creased child mortality, resurgence of vaccine-preventable diseases,
shortages in medical supplies and personnel, and widespread un-
dernutrition and mental health issues, among others [33, 67, 80, 91].
Others have investigated the sustained shortages in electric power
generation, which have worsened over the past decade, have led
to significant electricity supply outages, lasting over 100 hours
in extensive areas of the country, exacerbating the economic cri-
sis [81]. Our work considers a previously unexplored perspective –
the impact of the crisis on the country’s Internet infrastructure.

In our community, a large number of research studies have exam-
ined the network perspective of political events [17, 30, 78]. Among
recent studies, Padmanabhan et al. [78] reports recurrentmulti-hour
network shutdowns during the 2021 Myanmar coup, while Bischof
et al. [17] compares the characteristics of spontaneous outages and
politically motivated shutdowns. Although political developments
can result in persistent censorship practices, there are reports of
network censorship in Venezuela [50, 51, 77], this work focuses
on the impact of the Venezuelan crisis on network infrastructure.
Investigating censorship within the country is beyond the scope of
this paper and will be left for future work.

The research on the impact of large-scale externalities on the
network is not only confined to political events. earthquakes [16, 27,
94], wildfires [7], weather-related events [1, 79], and the broader im-
plications of climate change [34, 36]. The recent impact of COVID-
19 lockdowns was examined from multiple angles, including the
perspective of a large content provider [20], a large cellular net-
work [69], shifts in user behaviors [38] and social distancing [13].

10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Over the last decade, Venezuela has undergone one of the most
profound crises in modern history, probably the deepest crisis of
any non-war-ridden country in recent times. The scale of it has

drawn international attention and motivated several studies ex-
ploring its impact on different sectors. This work focused on a
previously unexplored perspective: the impact of the crisis on the
country’s network infrastructure. While there may be a range of
causes behind the state of any specific feature of Venezuela’s net-
work infrastructure, such as economic sanctions, the composed
picture shown by our analysis clearly revels the significant impact
of the crisis. In the face of multifaceted challenges facing the coun-
try’s future, understanding the repercussions of the crisis on the
country’s Internet, as a critical component of modern society, is
vital for charting a path to recovery.
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APPENDICES
Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A COMPOSITION OF VENEZUELA’S
INTERNET USER BASE

We employ APNIC’s AS population estimates [52] to analyze the
composition of Venezuela’s Internet user base. Table 1 presents the
ten largest Internet service providers in Venezuela, which together
account for 77.18% of the market share as of May 2024.

Venezuela’s state-owned Internet operator, CANTV-AS8048, dom-
inates the market, holding 21.50% of the country’s Internet users.
This is nearly double that of its closest competitor, Telemic-AS21826,
commonly known as Inter. The state’s influence extends further
through MOVILNET-AS27889 [24], a mobile carrier, which adds
another 2.07% of users to the state’s portfolio. Although the market
is not entirely concentrated, CANTV maintains a leading position.

ASN AS Name Users CC %

8048 CANTV Servicios, Venezuela 4,330,868 21.50
21826 Corporacion Telemic C.A. 2,490,253 12.36
6306 TELEFONICA VENEZOLANA, C.A. 2,110,464 10.48
264731 Corporacion Digitel C.A. 1,419,723 7.05
264628 CORPORACION FIBEX TELECOM, C.A. 1,316,463 6.54
61461 Airtek Solutions C.A. 1,092,514 5.42
263703 VIGINET C.A 962,781 4.78
11562 Net Uno, C.A. 896,094 4.45
272809 THUNDERNET, C.A. 515,761 2.56
27889 Telecomunicaciones MOVILNET 417,762 2.07

Summatory 15,552,683 77.18%

Table 1: Ten largest Internet service providers in Venezuela
considering their estimated Internet populations.

B COMPARING VENEZUELA’S GDP PER
CAPITAWITH THE REST OF THE REGION

We utilized the International Monetary Fund (IMF) public data on
GDP per capita to compare Venezuela’s economic growth over
time with other countries in the LACNIC region. Figure 13 depicts
these growth curves, using vivid colors to highlight the countries
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Chile, Uruguay, and Venezuela, while
the rest of the countries in the region are shown in light grey.
Additionally, the figure annotates Venezuela’s rank in this metric
across the region every five years.
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Figure 13: GDP Per Capita in the LACNIC Region since
1980 for Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Chile, Uruguay, and
Venezuela in vivid colors, with other regional countries rep-
resented in light grey. Annotations highlight Venezuela’s
ranking every five years.

Our results indicate that at the beginning of the time series in
1980, Venezuela was the third wealthiest country in the region,
trailing only Argentina and Trinidad and Tobago and climbed to
second place by 1985. From then until the early 2010s, Venezuela
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https://www.cfr.org/in-brief/do-us-sanctions-venezuela-work
https://www.cfr.org/in-brief/do-us-sanctions-venezuela-work
https://www.submarinecablemap.com/
https://www.submarinecablemap.com/
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias/2011/01/110119_venezuela_cuba_cable_submarino_internet
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias/2011/01/110119_venezuela_cuba_cable_submarino_internet
https://www.csis.org/analysis/invisible-and-vital-undersea-cables-and-transatlantic-security
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oscillated between the sixth and ninth positions, with values very
close to those of the highlighted countries. However, when the
economic crisis unfolded in 2013, Venezuela’s rank rapidly declined,
falling to 18th by 2015 and 23rd by 2020, leaving the group of
leading economies in Latin America, a group to which Venezuela
has historically belonged.

C TELEFONICA DE VENEZUELA PREFIX
VISIBILITY

Our analysis of Venezuela’s address space (detailed in §4) revealed
that Telefonica de Venezuela (AS6306), a subsidiary of the Span-
ish conglomerate, reduced its footprint in the domestic address
space for nearly a decade. Next, we closely examine Telefonica de
Venezuela’s prefix announcements since 2016, when this address
space contraction became evident.

Figure 14 displays a heatmap of all prefixes announced by Tele-
fonica de Venezuela (AS6306) from 2016 to 2024, with colored
cells indicating routed prefixes. Our analysis reveals that around
June 2016, several /17 prefixes, such as 179.23.128.0, 179.23.0.0,
161.255.0.0, and 161.255.128.0, were no longer visible in our dataset.
Interestingly, many of these address blocks reappeared in June
2023, still under Telefonica’s announcement, but now as part of
larger address blocks, such as 179.20.0.0/14 and 161.255.128.0/16.
The reasons behind Telefonica’s address space contraction during
this 7-year period remain unclear; however, it led to a more pro-
nounced dominance of CANTV-AS8048 in the domestic address
space.

D PRESENCE AT VENEUZELAN PEERING
FACILITIES

While a thriving market of peering facilities may reveal a country’s
prosperity in terms of Internet connectivity, the number of net-
works present at each facility is key to understanding the impact
of these infrastructures. Our analysis now investigates the growth
trends in the number of networks connected to each peering facility
in Venezuela over time. This examination offers valuable insights
into the country’s dynamic evolution of network interconnectivity.

To evaluate the number of networks connected to each peer-
ing facility in Venezuela, we utilize monthly snapshots from Peer-
ingDB. Figure 15 illustrates the growth in the number of networks
at each facility since November 2021, marking the emergence of
Venezuela’s first peering facility on PeeringDB. As findings in
§5.1 show, Venezuela currently has only four peering facilities8,
with despair but mostly minimal presence of networks Since 2021,
the distribution of network connections across these facilities has
been uneven: GIGA POP has no network presence, DaycoHost and
GlobeNet have a minimal presence (2 networks each), while Cirion
has experienced a rapid but still moderate increase in network
connections (peaking 11 networks in the latest snapshot). These
numbers highlight that Venezuela still lacks a domestic market
demanding peering locations, and the presence of foreign players
at these facilities to serve domestic networks is also minimal.

Table 2 further expands the analysis by displaying the networks
reported to be present at some point in VenezuelaâĂŹs peering
8The facility in La Urbina underwent a name change following LUMEN’s sale of its
Latin American operations to Cirion [68].
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Figure 14: Prefix announced by Telefonica de Venezuela
(AS6306) between 2016 and 2024.

facilities. As indicated in the table, neither hypergiants (e.g., Google,
Cloudflare) nor large transit networks are present in these peering
facilities.

E LOCATION OF ROOT DNS SERVERS
SERVING VENEZUELA

As described in §5.4, Venezuela’s absence of domestic root DNS
servers renders it entirely dependent on overseas servers. Next, we
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Figure 15: Number of networks present at Peering Facilities
in Venezuela.

Facility Name ASN AS Name
Lumen La Urbina 8053 IFX Venezuela

265641 CIX BROADBAND
269832 MDSTELECOM
23379 Blackburn Technologies II
270042 RED DOT TECHNOLOGIES
269738 Chircalnet Telecom
267809 360NET

Cirion La Urbina 8053 IFX Venezuela
265641 CIX BROADBAND
269832 MDSTELECOM
23379 Blackburn Technologies II
270042 RED DOT TECHNOLOGIES
269738 Chircalnet Telecom
267809 360NET
19978 Cirion - VE
21826 Corporación Telemic Network
21980 Dayco Telecom
269918 SISTEMAS TELCORP, C.A.

Daycohost - Caracas 8053 IFX Venezuela
269832 MDSTELECOM
270042 RED DOT TECHNOLOGIES

Globenet Maiquetia 272102 BESSER SOLUTIONS
21826 Corporación Telemic Network

Table 2: Table of networks present at Venezuela’s peering
facilities.

expand our analysis to investigate the locations of root DNS servers
serving Venezuela since 2016.

We use RIPE Atlas’ built-in CHAOS TXT measurements, col-
lected from probes in Venezuela, to determine the locations of
DNS servers serving the country. Figure 16 presents a heatmap
displaying the number of servers per country in monthly snapshots
reached by probes in Venezuela. These findings, consistent with
§5.4, indicate that servers previously deployed within Venezuela
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Figure 16: Number of Root DNS Servers per country detected
in CHAOS TXT measurements using probes in Venezuela
across our monthly snapshots.

have disappeared from our data. Despite the significant impact
of losing its domestic DNS root infrastructure, Venezuela has his-
torically relied heavily on DNS servers in the US. However, there
has been a shift away from distant servers located in countries like
Germany, Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands towards closer
resources in Latin America, particularly in Brazil — now the second
DNS source — as well as Panama and Colombia. while Venezuela
has experienced a setback in losing local DNS services, it continues
to access DNS replicas from relatively nearby locations such as the
US, Brazil, Panama, and Colombia.

F RIPE ATLAS’ FOOTPRINT IN LATIN
AMERICA

The coverage of RIPE Atlas in Venezuela is important in our ca-
pacity to detect root DNS servers deployed and operational in the
country. To determine whether limited coverage could skew our
observations, we now analyze the RIPE Atlas network’s presence
and evolution within Venezuela over time.

We examine the coverage of RIPEAtlas in LACNIC region through
recurrent CHOAS TXT built-in measurements to all root DNS. Fig-
ure 17 shows the monthly evolution of the number of probes in
each country involved in these measurements. The top panel offers
a comparative view of the probe count in Venezuela against other
LACNIC countries, with comparable peers emphasized in bright col-
ors. The bottom-left panel exclusively focuses on Venezuela, while
the bottom-right panel aggregates and displays the total number of
probes across all countries in the region.

As the analysis reveals, Venezuela has one of the best coverages
in Latin America despite facing challenges in maintaining network
metrics comparable to the rest of the region. Notably, visibility
has been significantly increased, with the number of probes in
Venezuela rising from 10 to 30 in just the last few years. Given
this extensive coverage, we assume that the lack of visibility of
previously available root DNS servers in Venezuela is not due to a
lack of coverage by the RIPE Atlas platform.
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Figure 17: Number of probes per country involved in the
CHAOS TXT measurements of our monthly snapshots.

G THE FOOTPRINT OF OFF-NET IN THE
LACNIC REGION

Deploying off-nets to distribute content is a prevalent strategy nu-
merous content providers employ. We now offer a full examination
of the presence of all Hypergiants, as covered in Gigis et al. [41],
across the LACNIC region. Our analysis aims to compare Venezuela
with the rest of the countries in the region in terms of off-net de-
ployments.

We repeat the methodology described in §5.5 to analyze the
percentage of the Internet population within each country that is
served by organizations hosting off-nets. Figure 18 displays this
data, with each of the 10 panels representing a different content
provider: Akamai, Google, Facebook, Netflix, Microsoft, Limelight,
CDNetworks, Alibaba, Amazon, and Cloudflare.

As shown in §5.5, Google and Akamai had deployed off-nets
before the beginning of Venezuela’s crisis, while Facebook and
Netflix, networks with later global expansions, have had modest
and delayed deployments in the country. The articles of Gigis et
al. [41] reveal that other content providers have a minimal presence
throughout Latin America, with none having established a presence
in Venezuela.

H PREVALENCE OF CDNS SERVING
POPULAR SITES

The shift from on-premises to third-party content and cloud providers
is a global trend. These providers offer a pay you go model [11, 44,
53], which allows for flexible allocation of computing resources,
ensures service availability, and removes various capital and op-
erational expenditures. However, this migration to the cloud also
introduces new challenges, including technical aspects crucial for
meeting Quality of Service (QoS) objectives [72]. Next, we conclude
our analysis by investigating whether Venezuela’s crisis impacted
the adoption of third-party providers compared to other countries
in the region.
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Figure 18: Evolution of the countries’ Internet populations
in providers hosting off-nets.

To identify third-party adoption, we leverage the methodology
proposed Kumar et al. [56], and conduct a comparative analysis
of Venezuela and other Latin American countries. This involves
using a VPN service to obtain the perspective of a local user and
retrieving a list of top 1,000 popular websites reported on Google’s
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cRuX [43]. As a result of scraping each website, we identify the
serving infrastructure for each component. Our analysis also com-
pares HTTPS adoption growth in Venezuela relative to the rest of
Latin America, aiming to determine any potential lag in this matter
as well.
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Figure 19: Analysis of adoption of third-party providers in
topsites (1) DNS, (2) CA, (3) CDN, and (4) HTTPS adoption
as well. Venezuela lags in the adoption of all these aspects
except for HTTPS.

To assess the adoption of third-party providers, we examine four
key variables identified in a prior work [56]: (1) HTTPS adoption, (2)
Third-party DNS adoption, (3) Third-party Certificate Authorities
(CA) adoption, and (4) Third-party CDN adoption. Considering that
many top sites are common across countries and are often served
by large third-party providers, our analysis only includes those
top sites that are unique to the list of top sites in a single country.
This focused methodology allows for understanding each country’s
adoption of third-party services.

Figure 19 illustrates the proportion of each country’s unique top
sites in the region that utilize HTTPS, DNS, CA, and CDN third-
party providers. The analysis reveals that Venezuela ranks lower
in adopting third-party DNS, CA, and CDN services, only ahead
of Bolivia, which has the lowest GDP per capita in South America,
with Venezuela excluded. Specifically, Venezuela’s adoption rates
stand below the average for DNS at 0.29 (regional average 0.32), CA
at 0.22 (0.26), and CDN at 0.37 (0.46), but slightly above for HTTPS
at 0.58 (0.60). This indicates that Venezuela’s network infrastructure
lags in yet another dimension, particularly in adopting third-party
providers for content delivery.

I PRESENCE OF LATIN AMERICAN
NETWORKS AT IXPS IN THE UNITED
STATES

While establishing a presence in major regional IXPs within the
LACNIC region, such as IX.br Sao Paulo or AR-IX Buenos Aires,
can be appealing for networks in Latin American countries, estab-
lishing a presence in the United States emerges as an alternative,
particularly for those countries geographically closer to Miami than
Sao Paulo. Venezuela is within this latter group and Venezuelan
networks might have had a presence in the US prior to escalating

tensions between the two nations. Next, we analyze the eyeball
population in networks connected to exchange points in the United
States, comparing Venezuela with the rest of the region.

Figure 21 presents a heatmap showing the presence of Latin
American networks at IXPs in the United States. The top panel of
the figure shows the proportion of the Internet population in Latin
American countries served by networks peering at these US IXPs,
while the lower panel displays the number of Autonomous Systems
(ASes) from each country present at these points. Our analysis indi-
cates that, in general, IXPs in the US are not popular destinations for
Latin American networks, with the exceptions being FL-IX, Equinix
Miami, and DECIX New York. This trend differs for networks serv-
ing Brazilian and Mexican internet populations, which are present
across most US exchanges. In contrast to Brazilian and Mexican
networks, Uruguayan networks prefer establishing a presence at a
few exchanges (Equinix Ashburn, Miami, and FL-IX), but connect-
ing to a significant portion of the country’s internet population.
In the case of Venezuela, the presence of its network peering in
the US is minimal, with just seven networks serving a mere 7% of
Venezuela’s Internet population.

J RIPE ATLAS’ FOOTPRINT IN VENEZUELA
AND RTT TO GOOGLE’S PUBLIC DNS

Maracaibo Caracas

Figure 20: Geographical Distribution ofVantage Points Prob-
ing Google Public DNS: The markers represent the mini-
mum RTT from each probe to GPDNS, color-coded as fol-
lows: below 10ms (Cyan circles), 10-20ms (Green circles), 20-
40ms (Yellow squares), and above 40ms (Red diamonds).

Although country-level data indicates that Venezuela’s median
latency to Google Public DNS is higher compared to other LAC-
NIC region countries, there is notable variability in latency among
probes within Venezuela, including some with latencies comparable
to peer countries. Next, we explore whether the geographic loca-
tion of these probes in Venezuela could contribute to the observed
differences in median latency.
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To examine if there is a correlation between the geographical
coordinates of each probe in Venezuela and their minimum latency
to Google Public DNS, we analyzed data from the latest snapshot
(December 2023). Figure 20 features a map that marks each probe’s
location, color-coded by their minimum latency to Google Public
DNS: below 10ms (Cyan circles), 10-20ms (Green circles), 20-40ms
(Yellow squares), and above 40ms (Red diamonds). The map reveals

that the only probes achieving latencies under 10ms to Google
Public DNS are located along the Colombian border, and slightly
further, in the Maracaibo region, some probes exhibit latencies in
the 10-20ms range. A noticeable trend of increasing latency with
distance from the Colombian border suggests that no GPDNS server
within Venezuela serves these probes.
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Figure 21: The percentage of countries’ Internet population in networks is peering at IXPs in the United States. The presence
of Venezuela’s networks peering in the US is minimal, with just seven networks serving a mere 7% of Venezuela’s Internet
population.
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